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From the Artist

To escape the Michigan winters, my parents and I moved to 

California and moved in with my aunt. My aunt, a business 

woman in Napa, was the president of the 4H Club. She 

lived on 14 acres of farm land with a built-in pool next to a 

vineyard and winery. She had goats, sheep, and that pool!

We lived with my aunt for only two years. She introduced 

me to the land, animals and wine. When I was much 

older she would take me wine tasting. The whole process 

of growing, tending, harvesting and crushing grapes was 

captivating. It was then that the ritual of drinking wine 

became a big part of my life.

I return to the wine making regions of northern California

— Napa, Sonoma, St. Helena — as often as possible as 

a photographer/director to capture the essence of the 

vineyards, the wine, the people, and the wonderful food 

that makes wine extraordinary. And sometimes I return 

just to sample what’s new!

I am lucky to have several serious wine people in my life.

They bring wines that always surprise, delight and keep

me longing for more tastings. And the fortune to live near

so many famous wine regions is just the luck of the gods!

 Cheers,
Viktor Budnik
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Have Studio, Will Travel

In our Los Angeles California studio we have 

a full kitchen, client lounge, work areas and 

easy parking. We always cater and prepare 

meals for everyone on our shoots.

On location we are masters. We work with 

the best crew anywhere in the country for 

tabletop food in motion and stills.
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The Perfect Pour
Take a moment to relax, open a bottle 
of wine and share an amazing meal 
with friends and family. No fancy 
cloth napkins necessary!

THIS PAGE: Cabernet from St. Helena
OPPOSITE: Outside casual dinner at the Rutherford House

We had a blast photographing for Acacia Winery and 

Diageo in St. Helena’s historic vineyards in Napa 

Valley. Surrounded by classic craftsman style, it could 

have not been more beautiful in Beaulieu Vineyard’s 

famous Rutherford House. Teaming up with Nagy 

Design and the amazing food stylist Claire Stancer, I

am fortunate to have first-rate talent on set.

It’s challenging controlling the light outside, on 

location. We got lucky with the beautiful warm 

weather but we still had to setup reflectors and tents 

for optimal highlighting. With all the delicious food 

and wine setup on tables, we shot the four main 

photos and then chose the “hero” images as we went 

along. Thankfully I had time to also photograph 

the bread, individual plated dishes and the flower 

arrangements. When I have a shoot as wonderful as 

this, I make sure to enjoy myself and shoot from my 

heart — happy and hungry!

Working in St. Helena was a visual delight. Our clients 

at Acacia Winery and Diageo were delighted with the 

shots, and the creative eyes at Nagy Design helped us 

select the best photographs for the new Acacia wine 

campaign.

During this season, I love to take a moment to relax, 

open a bottle of Acacia wine — and share an amazing 

meal with friends and family.

perfect pairings
What are the summer holidays without wine? Here is a meal 
filled with great food and wine, wine and more wine.
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A Feast for the Senses
This bacchanalian spread is begging 
to pair with your favorite wine. 

THIS PAGE: Grilled Chicken with grilled artichokes
OPPOSITE, TOP TO BOTTOM: Acacia Wine, Vincent 
Arroyo Red 
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THIS PAGE: Delectus Syrah
OPPOSITE, TOP TO BOTTOM: corks of 
the world’s wines, Acacia Carneros 2012 
Chardonnay
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THIS PAGE: Paso Robles Vineyard
OPPOSITE: Arns Winery Cabernet Savignon

crushing it
“The Crush” is arguably one  
of the most important times  
of the year for winemakers, 
when grapes are harvested 
and begin their journey to 
becoming your favorite wine. 

This is where legends are 
born.
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THIS PAGE: Los Alamos crush event
OPPOSITE, TOP TO BOTTOM: Rutherford Vineyard dinner, 
Private label vineyard tasting, First harvest and crush cabernet 
franc
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art gives back
more than a guy with a camera

Food photography uses lots of raw materials — food. 

To produce those beautiful and yummy images we 

buy several times more than a recipe needs. All this 

food creates a responsibility when not all of it is used. 

As the director/photographer I am always conscious 

of saving food, sharing food and donating food. For 

every project the food stylist and I discuss how much 

is needed to create the final image, how much waste 

could result and what can be saved and donated.

Loving food the way I do, I feel a great need to help 

people who do not have enough. We donate to local 

food banks who regularly distribute to the needy. 

Recently we delivered a truck full of breads, meats and 

prepared foodstuffs. Every shoot results in leftovers 

that are swiftly delivered to these organizations.

One great choice for food donation is Manna Conejo 

Valley Food Bank in Thousand Oaks California. This 

is a privately funded organization supported by small

businesses and individuals from around the Thousand

Oaks, Westlake Village, Newbury Park and Camarillo

areas. They accept donations and ambitiously seek to

feed the population in these towns.

This work changed me. I liked the idea of donating 

before working in the world of food photography, 

taking cans and packaged goods to the post office on 

holidays. Now, I know more intimately how happy 

the food banks are to receive this donated help.

I urge you to make food donations to your local food 

bank whenever you can afford to buy a little more or 

bought more than you needed or can use. We all can 

make a difference!

Share The Feast
Every little bit helps to a family 
facing an empty dinner plate. 

LEFT TO RIGHT: Mana Food Bank donations of food
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INGREDIENTS

2 large garlic cloves, minced 

1 tablespoon chopped fresh rosemary  
 or 1 teaspoon dried

1 cup purchased herb or Italian salad dressing

1 whole chicken, quartered

1 red bell pepper, quartered lengthwise

1 green bell pepper, quartered lengthwise

1 yellow bell pepper, quartered lengthwise

3 small artichokes, cut in half, chokes removed

1 cup basmati rice, cooked 

DIRECTIONS

1. Marinate chicken in minced garlic, rosemary  

and 1/2 cup of the salad dressing (reserve 1/2 cup) 

from 4 hours to overnight.

2. Preheat grill to medium.

3. Pat dry chicken and grill 7 to 9 minutes per side.

4. Grill bell peppers until just cooked through,

about 6 minutes per side.

5. Grill artichokes, about 2 minutes per side, until

throughly cooked.

6. Plate chicken with peppers and artichokes, 

drizzle with reserved dressing.

Serve with rice.

on the grill
grilled chicken with peppers & artichokes

Succulent, Juicy, 
Perfect with White
Acacia Winery.

SERVES 4  |  PREP TIME: 30 MINUTES  |  MARINATING TIME: 4 HOURS  |  GRILLING TIME: 30 MINUTES
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Creating commercials is work best left to ad agency creatives. But sometimes … ideas just spill outta me.

in motion
making films happen: Libbey. Wine Glasses that Rock.

I am a very careful person and I’m especially careful 
with a glass of good wine but stemware is not my 
friend.  Too precious for a shoot environment and too 
easy for me to knock it down to break into a zillion 
little pieces. 

Could I be the only person who loves drinking “Italian 
style” from tumblers?  Was there a “concept” for a fun 
spot in that idea? I gave a shout to my friend Jimmy 
Baldwin. Jimmy is a creative director at the Dallas ad 
agency The Richards Group.  

We discussed spot ideas and he brought in Libbey 
glassware for the product. Short, tumbler-esq and 
fun. He said they rock. And he meant it — because 
they could take a hit and roll with it. Perfect. Glasses 
that don’t tip over and can make some splashing 
movement without spilling on the table.

Baldwin crafted a spot that let me film wine that 
excites drinkers. It showed the product beautifully 
and let us use rousing music to create the fun. Motion 
fun. Wine splashing. Glasses moving. Great music.
 
Libbey. Wine Glasses That Rock.
Watch the video here: vimeo.com/41569723

The Pour Shot
We poured. They rocked. They rolled.
We loved it.

vimeo.com/41569723
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It takes a team to create amazing imagery in stills and motion. Lucky me, I have the best team ever!
We work very well together, on location or in the studio, to get the best results. Over the next few issues of 
BITE ME Magazine, I will introduce you to a few of mine. They are kind, wonderful, creative people who are 
an integral part of my process. Enjoy meeting them!

light, camera, action
team member spotlight: Gaszton Gal, Gaffer/Grip/Photographer

Gaszton is all craft, talent and style. For the past  

8 years we have partnered on motion projects, 

webcast videos and print campaigns. He is a gifted 

master of light and can build any rig we need for any 

shoot. He gives 150% on each project.

We work very well together — he always “has my 

back” and contributes great suggestions to my crazy 

ideas on camera angles and lighting. He is smart and 

knows how to be a team player.

Easy to get along with, he is always the topic of 

conversation on sets — must be his attention-grabbing

blue eyes — mesmerizing clients and crew!



Towering wonderfulness!

...and a glass of milk!

There is no life without cilantro.

I love this picture!!!!!

Sexy radishes!!

Very cool!

MORE!

I think it’s amazing that anyone 
can make this half look as mouth 
watering as the tops.

Cool onions.
Very pretty!

Brings tears to the eye.

Sooooo Goooood

Looks like the transit of venus...

I really love this photo...the colors, textures, 
and composition are wonderful!

Why are you doing this to me?

I swear, you can make 
anything look good. 

BRAVO!

Everything about this picture is gorgeous. 

And, you’re sharing the recipe?!

Yes, please!

Can you bring me one of those?

Good enough to eat.

LOVE!

So pretty!

Damn, now I am hungry.

Tease.

We missed dinner?

I’m coming over!

I’m coming over for lunch.

I’d like a dozen, please.

Yum. What’s the dish?

Oh My...

Looks deliscious!
Nummy!

Building a color palette with 
this for a feature I’m working 
on.  Thanks, Viktor!

Num, num, num.

Lady Gaa Gaa’s 
latest headdress?

Not fair.

Gimme!

Still hungry and cannot 
eat the FB page!

Please Stop!

I’m salivating.Cheesy!

Love this!

NICE!!

Follow Viktor on fb/viktor.budnik and join 
the throngs of hungry fans daily

dish


